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Emerging from superposition principle, resource theory of coherence plays crucial role in many in-
formation processing tasks. Recently, a generalization to this resource theory were investigated with
respect to arbitrary positive operator valued measurement (POVM). Here we introduce the notion
of Block Incoherent Operation (BIO), Strictly Block Incoherent Operation (SBIO) and Physically
Block Incoherent Operation (PBIO) and provide analytical expression for Kraus operators of these
operations. These free operations would be helpful to find out conditions of state transformations
and could be implemented in various protocols. Characterization of these free operations in POVM
based framework is also considered in this work. We provide upper bounds on maximum number of
Kraus operators for BIO and also for SBIO.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn.; 03.65.Ud.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum Resource theories [1, 2] provide a framework
to perform certain type of tasks which are otherwise not
possible by the law of classical physics. This provides a
boundary between classical world and quantum world.
Resource theories in quantum information assist us
to observe quantum effects in various physical phe-
nomena as well helps us to develop various important
protocols. The basic construction of resource theory
involves free states and free operations [3–6]. Free
operations represent physical transformations that can
be implemented without utilization of resources, while
free states can be constructed without any additional
cost. States which can not be prepared from free states
under free operations are called resource states and these
states are widely used in respective resource theories to
perform various information processing tasks [7–9]. In
entanglement theory, free states are separable states and
free operations are Local operations alongwith classical
communications (in short, LOCC).
The resource theory of coherence has been identified as
an important field of research in recent times [10, 11].
Quantum coherence has been captured as resource
behind various physical phenomenon. It’s applications
include biological systems, quantum thermodynamics,
quantum metrology, etc. [12–14]. Resource theory of
coherence mainly originated from superposition principle
of quantum states. The basic structure of this resource
theory consists of incoherent states as free states and
incoherent operations as free operations. As superpo-
sition principle is basis dependent, we have to choose
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a fixed basis to develop resource theory of coherence.
Here we need to focus on that basis in which resource is
maximally usable.
In quantum theory, measurement plays an important
role. Recently, resource theory of coherence based on
positive operator valued measurement (POVM) has been
studied in [15]. This approach provide us to understand
coherence in more fundamental way as POVMs are the
most general kind of quantum measurements. In case
of projective measurements of rank one, this approach
coincides with the standard resource theory of coherence.
Now, in order to develop coherence theory more useful,
we need to have better understanding of free operations,
i.e., incoherent operations. Various incoherent opera-
tions was studied in literatures with respect to standard
resource theory of coherence [16–18]. In this work, we
have concentrated on various incoherent operations with
respect to POVM based resource theory of coherence
with their analytical formulations. We have succeeded
in providing an upper bound of maximum number of
Kraus operators needed in the analytical formulations of
two free operations in this block formalism.
II. BRIEF REVIEW OF RESOURCE THEORY
OF COHERENCE
Unlike entanglement theory, free operations are not
unique in resource theory of coherence. There are differ-
ent classes of free operations in the theory of coherence,
like, Incoherent Operations(IO), Strictly Incoherent Op-
erations(SIO), Physically Incoherent Operations(PIO),
Maximally Incoherent Operations(MIO). All are gener-
ated from different approaches satisfying minimum re-
quirement of being free operations.
As coherence theory is basis dependent, before going
into any discussion first we have to fix some ordered basis
{|i〉}di=1.
Any diagonal state with respect to this basis set is
2called an incoherent state, i.e., of the form
ρ =
∑
i
|i〉 〈i| .
Here we consider, I as the set of all incoherent states.
Maximally incoherent operations [19] are the largest
class of free operations. A Completely Positive Trace
Preserving(CPTP) map ǫ is an MIO if for each ρ ∈ I
we have ǫ[ρ] ∈ I. If ǫ has Kraus operator representa-
tion {Kn}, then it is an IO [10] if for each ρ ∈ I we
have
KnρK
†
n
Tr[KnρK
†
n]
∈ I, i.e., coherence is not generated even
probabilistically. This map ǫ is an SIO [20], if further
Knδ(ρ)K
†
n = δ(KnρK
†
n), where we consider δ as com-
pletely de-phasing map.
Lemma 1: A CPTP map is an IO if and only if every
Kraus operator of its Kraus representation has at most
one non-zero element in each column[18].
Lemma 2: A CPTP map is an SIO if and only if every
Kraus operator of its Kraus representation has at most
one non-zero element in each column and each row as
well[18].
As, every physical operation consists of four fundamen-
tal operations, viz., addition of some ancilla system, uni-
tary evolution, projective measurement and tracing out a
subsystem; PIO is decomposed into four steps (1) adding
an ancilla system B to the original system A (generally
density operators of one dimensional pure state), (2) a
joint incoherent unitary UAB applied on the total system,
(3) An incoherent projective measurement on the ancilla
system B(generally rank 1 PVM), (4) A classical process-
ing channel applied to the measurement outcomes.
Lemma 3: A CPTP is a PIO if and only if it can be
expressed as a convex combination of maps each having
Kraus operators {Kj}of the form
Kj = UjPj =
∑
x
eiθx |πj(x)〉 〈x|Pj
where the Pj form an orthogonal and complete set
of incoherent projectors on system A and πj are
permutations[18].
Clearly, we have PIO ⊆ SIO ⊆ IO ⊆ MIO.
Any functional C which maps the set of states to the
set of non negative real numbers should satisfy following
properties in order to be a proper coherence measure [10]:
(C1)Nonnegativity : For any density matrix ρ,
C(ρ) ≥ 0
with equality if and only if ρ is incoherent.
(C2) Monotonicity: C does not increase under the action
of incoherent operations, i.e.,
C(Λ[ρ]) ≤ C(ρ)
for any incoherent operation Λ .
(C3) Strong monotonicity : C does not increase on aver-
age under selective incoherent operations, i.e.,∑
i
qiC(σi) ≤ C(ρ)
with probabilities qi = Tr[KiρK
†
i ], post measurement
states σi =
KiρK
†
i
qi
, and incoherent Kraus operators Ki.
(C4) Convexity : C is a convex function of the state, i.e.,
∑
i
piC(ρi) ≥ C(
∑
i
piρi)
Some of the important measures of coherence are
relative entropy of coherence [10, 22], l1 norm of coher-
ence [10], logarithmic negativity of coherence [23], trace
distance [24], robustness of coherence[25].
Characterization of IO and SIO had been observed in
[21]. They had provided upper bound for maximum num-
ber of Kraus operators for these free operations.
Lemma 4: For a d dimensional quantum system any
IO admits decomposition with at most d(d
d−1)
(d−1) number
of incoherent Kraus operators.
Lemma 5: For a d dimensional quantum system any
SIO admits decomposition with at most
∑d
k=1
d!
(k−1)!
number of incoherent Kraus operators.
III. POVM BASED RESOURCE THEORY OF
COHERENCE
A POVM is a set of positive semidefinite operators
{Ei}
n
i=1 which satisfy
∑n
i=1 Ei = 1. For a density ma-
trix ρ, the probability of getting the i’th outcome is
pi = Tr[Eiρ]. As each Ei is positive semidefinite, there
exist measurement operators Mi such that Ei = M
†
iMi.
Since Mi is not required to be positive, there are infinite
number of solutions. The ith post measurement state has
the form ρi =
MiρM
†
i
Tr[MiρM
†
i
]
.
According to Neimark’s dilation theorem, every
POVM can be extended to a projective measurement
P = {Pi} by embedding in a larger Hilbert space. The
process of canonical Neimark extension can be performed
by the following step:(1) attaching ancilla( generally fixed
state |1〉 〈1|), (2) a unitary evolution V of the global sys-
tem, (3) a projective measurement on the ancilla system.
Probability of obtaining ith outcome of the projection
valued measurement (PVM) on ancilla is Tr[(1⊗|i〉 〈i|)ρ′]
where ρ′ = V (ρ⊗|1〉 〈1|)V †. This probability will be same
as for the POVM if
Tr[Eiρ] = Tr[(1⊗ |i〉 〈i|)ρ
′] = Tr[Pi(ρ⊗ |1〉 〈1|)]
Pi being PVM of rank d defined as Pi = V
†(1⊗|i〉 〈i|)V .
Clearly this technique is neither optimal nor unique. Yet
it provides a simpler method to implement POVM in any
experiment.
Based on this most general measurement(POVM) a
generalization of resource theory of coherence has been
developed[15]. They defined block incoherent states as
ρinc =
∑
i PiσPi = ∆[σ], where each orthogonal projec-
tive operators Pi has arbitrary rank(only depends on the
3partition of total dimension of the system) and ∆ is block
dephasing map. If all Pi are of rank 1, then it coincides
with standard resource theory of coherence.
They also defined Maximally Block Incoherent Opera-
tions(MBIO) as the largest class of free operations that
cannot create block coherence. A map Λ is a MBIO if
Λ[I] ⊆ I where I is defined as the set of block incoherent
states.
In the following sections we define three free opera-
tions, viz., Block Incoherent Operations(BIO), Strictly
Block Incoherent Operations(SBIO), Physically Block In-
coherent Operations(PBIO) in this general resource the-
ory with an analogy from standard resource theory of
coherence and derive mathematical form of their Kraus
operator representations.
IV. BLOCK INCOHERENT OPERATION
Block Incoherent Operations are defined as a set of
trace preserving completely positive maps (CPTP maps)
τ on S (where S is the set of all quantum states of the
system Hilbert space H) having a set of Kraus operator
{Kn} such that for all n and ρ ∈ I, KnρK
†
n ⊂ I.
This definition ensures that using this operation we
can not generate block coherence from a block incoherent
state, not even probabilistically. This operation can be
redefined as follows.
Let τ be a CPTP map. Then τ is said to be an block
incoherent operation if it can be represented by Kraus
operators {Kn} such that
∆(KnBlK
†
n) = KnBlK
†
n
∀Bl, ∀n where Bl denotes diagonal blocks of arbitrary
states and ∆ is block de-phasing map. Note that choice
of Bl depends on choice of block de-phasing map.
Theorem 1 Let τ be a completely positive trace preserv-
ing map on S. Then τ is block incoherent operation if
it can be represented by Kraus operators {Kn} such that
every Kn has at most one non zero block in each column
partition where partition of columns depend on chosen
block dephasing map.
Proof. Given τ is block incoherent operation, then Kraus
operators {Kn} representing τ have property
∆(KnBlK
†) = KnBlK†n ∀Bl, ∀n (1)
without loss of generality, we can consider, Kn =∑
i,j cij |i〉 〈j| and Bl =
∑
x,y d
l
xy |x〉 〈y|, i.e. d
l
xy are co-
efficients of diagonal blocks Bl.
Then from (1) we get,
∆

 ∑
i,j,x,y,i
′
,j
′
(cij |i〉 〈j|)
(
dlxy |x〉 〈y|
) (
c∗
i
′
j
′ |j′〉 〈i′|
)
=
∑
i,j,x,y,i
′
,j
′
(cij |i〉 〈j|)
(
dlxy |x〉 〈y|
) (
c∗
i
′
j
′ |j′〉 〈i′|
)
⇒
∆

 ∑
i,x,y,i
′
cixd
l
xyc
∗
i
′
y
|i〉 〈i′|

 = ∑
i,x,y,i
′
cixd
l
xyc
∗
i
′
y
|i〉 〈i′|
So, above equation must imply for off diagonal blocks∑
x,y
cixd
l
xyc
∗
i
′
y
= 0 (2)
Here choice of off diagonal blocks depend on chosen
block dephasing map, i.e., for suitable choice of i and i′.
Again, without loss of generality, we can choose ∆
such that it de-phase any arbitray state of dimension d
into two diagonal blocks of order d1 × d1 and d2 × d2
respectively and d = d1 + d2 with d2 > d1.
Thus we have from (2)
∑
x,y
cixd
l
xyc
∗
i
′
y
= 0 (3)
for i = 0 to (d1 − 1) and for i
′
= d1 to (d− 1) and∑
x,y
cixd
l
xyc
∗
i
′
y
= 0 (4)
for i = d1 to (d− 1) and for i
′
= 0 to (d1 − 1)
In order to find cis we can consider Bl as Bl = PlσPl
for l = 0 and l = 1, where P0 and P1 are projectors
of rank d1 and d2 respectively and σ denotes set of
arbitrary states. Since (1) holds for all diagonal blocks
of arbitrary states, so we can take these states as |x〉+|y〉√
2
,
where x ranges from 0 to (d2− 1) and y ranges from 0 to
(d2− 1). To get values of d
l
xy, l = 0, 1, we can decompose
these states into two diagonal blocks of order d1 × d1
and d2 × d2 respectively by applying ∆ and after that
we substitute values of dlxy in set of equations (3) and
(4). After substituting values of d0xy in set of equations
(3) we can show that if we choose any one element of
diagonal block of order d1 × d1 of Kn to be zero, then
corresponding off diagonal block below this diagonal
block becomes zero and vice versa. Similarly, when we
substitute values of d1xy in set of equations (3), we can
show that if we choose any one element of diagonal block
of order d2×d2 of Kn to be non zero then corresponding
off diagonal block above this diagonal block becomes
zero and vice versa.
Same result could be obtained if we substitute values
of dlxy, l = 0, 1 in set of equations (4). We can further
decompose any one or both of diagonal blocks of order
d1 × d1 and d2 × d2 of Kn into fewer dimensional blocks
and apply the same process as it won’t affect previous
results. Repeating this process for finite number of
times, we have the main result.
We refer to appendix A for elaborate proof of five
dimensional case. 
4V. STRICTLY BLOCK INCOHERENT
OPERATION
Strictly Block Incoherent operations are characterized
as set of trace preserving and completely positive maps
τ on S having a set of Kraus operator {kn} such that for
all n and ρ
∆(KnρK
†
n) = Kn∆(ρ)K
†
n
This operation can be redefined as follows.
Let τ be a CPTP map. Then τ is said to be an block
strictly incoherent operation if it can be represented by
Kraus operations {kn} such that
∆(KnBlK
†
n) = KnBlK
†
n ∀Bl, ∀n
& ∆(KnB
′
lK
†
n) = 0 ∀B
′
l , ∀n
where B
′
l denotes off diagonal blocks of arbitrary states.
Theorem 2 Let τ be a completely positive trace preserv-
ing map on S. Then τ is Strictly Block Incoherent oper-
ation if it can be represented by Kraus operations {Kn}
such that every Kn has at most one non zero block in each
column and row partition where the partition of rows and
columns will depend on block dephasing map.
Proof:- From the definition of Strictly Block Incoherent
operations it is obvious that the operation is also block
incoherent operation. So by previous theorem, Kraus op-
erator representing Strictly Block Incoherent operations
must have one non zero block in each column partition.
We only need to show the remaining result.
Here we consider,
Kn =
∑
i,j
cij |i〉 〈j|
and
B
′
l =
∑
x,y
f lx,y |x〉 〈y|
Now for Strictly Block Incoherent operations we have,
∆(KnB
′
lK
†
n) = 0 (5)
for all n and B
′
l .
We choose ∆ such that it dephase any arbitrary state
of dimension d into two diagonal blocks of order d1 × d1,
d2 × d2 respectively. So (5) holds for two off diagonal
blocks.
Now from (5) we have
∑
x,y
cixf
l
xyc
∗
i′y = 0 (6)
for i = 0 to d1 − 1, i
′ = 0 to d1 − 1 and∑
x,y
cixf
l
xyc
∗
i′y = 0 (7)
for i = d1 to d− 1, i
′ = d1 to d− 1.
Since equation (5) holds for all off diagonal blocks
of arbitrary states, so we can consider these states as
|x〉+|y〉√
2
, where x varies from 0 to d1− 1 and y varies from
d1 to d− 1. To get values of f
l
xy, l = 0, 1, we choose two
off diagonal blocks of states according to choice of ∆,
i.e., two off diagonal blocks of order d1 × (d2 − d1) and
(d2 − d1)× d1 respectively.
After substituting values of f0xy in set of equations
(6) and (7), we can show that if we choose any one
element of diagonal block of order d1 × d1 of Kn to be
non zero then corresponding off diagonal block of order
d1×(d2−d1) is completely zero and vice versa. Similarly,
by substituting values of f1xy in set of equations (6) and
(7), we can show that if we choose any one element of
diagonal block of order d2× d2 of Kn to be nonzero then
corresponding off diagonal block of order (d2 − d1) × d1
becomes completely zero and vice versa.
We can again decompose one or both the diagonal
blocks of kn of order d1 × d1 and d2 × d2 into fewer
dimensional blocks and apply same process without
affecting previous result. Continuing this process upto
finite number of times we can get our desired result.
We refer to appendix B for elaborate proof of five
dimensional case. 
VI. PHYSICALLY BLOCK INCOHERENT
OPERATION
For Physically Block Incoherent Operations we follow
almost same framework as described for physically inco-
herent operation in standard resource theory of coherence
except some few changes. Here we need to consider an-
cilla, i.e., system B to be block incoherent state. Instead
of rank one projector here we consider higher rank pro-
jectors during projective measurement and rank of pro-
jectors depend on partition of diagonal blocks of system
B.
So we take one block of ancilla system B as ρ̂B =∑
s,t∈Sk bsb
∗
t |s〉 〈t| and projectors as Pk =
∑
j∈Sk |j〉 〈j| ,
where Sk are partitions of basis indices of system B. Like
[18], we take joint unitary incoherent operation as UAB =∑
xy e
iθxy |π1(xy)π2(xy)〉 〈xy|, where (π1(xy), π2(xy)) is
the output of a permutation π applied to (xy). The re-
duced action of this operation on system A can be written
as,
TrB
[
(I ⊗ Pk)UAB(ρA ⊗ ρB)U
†
AB(I ⊗ Pk)
]
= TrB[
∑
j,j′∈Sk
∑
s,t∈Sk
∑
x,x′
aste
(θxs−θx′t) 〈x| ρA |x′〉
|π1(xs)〉 〈π1(x
′t)| ⊗ (〈j|π2(xs)〉 〈π2(x′t)|j′〉) |j〉 〈j′|]
For every fixed s and t and fixed values of j, there will
be unique values of x and x
′
, which satisfies π2(xs) =
5π2(x
′t) = j. For different values of j and fixed values
of s and t, set of solutions x and x
′
will be different for
the equation π2(xs) = π2(x
′t) = j, as π2 is a part of
incoherent unitary matrix. So the above expression is
equal to
=
∑
j∈Sk
∑
s,t∈Sk
∑
x,x′
pi2(xs)=pi2(x
′t)=j
[bsb
∗
t e
(θxs−θx′t) 〈x| ρA |x′〉
|π1(xs)〉 〈π1(x
′t)|]
=
∑
j∈Sk

∑
s∈Sk
∑
x
pi2(xs)=j
bse
θxs |π1(xs)〉 〈x|

 ρA


∑
t∈Sk
∑
x′
pi2(x
′t)=j
b∗t e
−θx′t |x′〉 〈π1(x′t)|


=
∑
j∈Sk

∑
s∈Sk
∑
x
pi2(xs)=j
bse
θxs |π1(xs)〉 〈x|

 ρA


∑
t∈Sk
∑
x′
pi2(x
′t)=j
bte
θx′t 〈π1(x
′t)|x′〉


†
=
∑
j∈Sk KjρK
†
j
Where each Kraus operator Kj can be written in the
following form
Kj =
∑
s∈Sk
∑
x
s.t.pi2(xs)=j
bse
iθxs |π1(xs)〉 〈x|
=
∑
s∈Sk
bs

 ∑
x
pi2(xs)=j
eiθxs |π1(xs)〉 〈x|


=
∑
s∈Sk
bsUsjPsj
such that,
Usj =
∑
x
pi2(xs)=j
eiθxs |π1(xs)〉 〈x|
+
∑
x,pi2(xs) 6=j
eiθxs |π1(xs)〉 〈x|
Psj =
∑
x
pi2(xs)=j
|x〉 〈x|
If we consider total ancilla system ρB =∑
k
∑
s,t∈Sk bsb
∗
t |s〉 〈t| then we have the following
theorem
Theorem 3 Let τ be a completely positive trace preserv-
ing map on S. Then τ is Physically Block Incoherent op-
eration if it can be represented by Kraus operations {Kj}
such that each Kj has the following form
Kj =
∑
k
∑
s∈Sk
bsUsjPsj
where Usj is a unitary, Psj is projector and bs, Thus
Kraus operator Kj has block representation, where in
each block it contains product of Unitary operation and
projector. 
VII. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF KRAUS
OPERATORS FOR REPRESENTATION OF
BLOCK INCOHERENT OPERATION
Let d be the dimension of the system Hilbert space and
d = d1 + d2 + ... + dk be a partition of d, where d1, d2,
..., dk are dimensions of diagonal blocks. For a d dimen-
sional system let Ci denotes number of Kraus operators
that have first (i− 1) column partitions have zero entries
and ith column partition has atleast one non zero en-
try and Ck denotes number of Kraus operators that have
first (k − 1) column partitions have zero entries and kth
column partition has one non zero entry.
In general ith column partition has one non zero entry
means at least one block in this partition is not a null
matrix. If first column block in this partition(which is
a d1 × di matrix) is not a null matrix, then it will con-
tain atleast one nonzero element which can be chosen in
2d1di − 1 ways.
Similarly, if second column block in this partition(which
is a d2× di matrix) is not a null matrix, then it will con-
tain atleast one nonzero element which can be chosen in
2d2di − 1 ways, and so on.
Therefore, total number of ways of choosing at least
one non zero element in the ith column partition is
(2d1di − 1) + (2d2di − 1) + ...+ (2dkdi − 1).
Thus, Ck ≤ [(2
d1dk − 1) + (2d2dk − 1) + ...+ (2dkdk − 1)].
Also for Ci, there may be non zero entries from (i+1)th
column partition to kth column partition, so Ci ≤
[(2d1di − 1) + (2d2di − 1) + ...+ (2dkdi − 1)]Ci+1.
Unlike [21], here we cannot find maximum number of
Kraus operators directly as it will depend on choice of
partition of the total dimension. But once the choice of
partition is fixed we can calculate all the Ci using back
substitution. To get compact forms without affecting
the main result, we simply take Ck+1 to be 1.
6Then the maximum number of Kraus operators for
block incoherent operation is
k∑
i=1
Ci ≤
k∑
i=1
[(2d1di−1)+(2d2di−1)+...+(2dkdi−1)]Ci+1
=
k∑
i=1
[(2di)d1 + (2di)d1 + ...+ (2di)d1 − k]Ci+1
=
k∑
i=1
[
k∑
j=1
(2di)dj − k]Ci+1
VIII. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF KRAUS
OPERATORS FOR REPRESENTATION OF
STRICTLY BLOCK INCOHERENT OPERATION
For Strictly Block Incoherent operation, each row par-
tition together with each column partition has at most
one non zero blocks. Let, the block Dij which is in the
ith row partition and jth column partition has dimension
sij × tij .
Clearly, sij = di, tij = dj and sij = tji ∀i, j = 1(1)k
As before,
Ck ≤ [(2
s1kt1k − 1) + (2s2kt2k − 1) + ...+ (2skktkk − 1)]
=
k∑
i=1
(2siktik − 1)
Now,
Ck−1 ≤ (2s1(k−1)t1(k−1) − 1)[
∑
i6=1(2
siktik − 1)]+
(2s2(k−1)t2(k−1) − 1)[
∑
i6=2
(2siktik − 1)]+
...+ (2sk(k−1)tk(k−1) − 1)[
∑
i6=k
(2siktik − 1)] (8)
i.e.,
Ck−1 ≤
k∑
ik−1,ik=1
ik−1 6=ik
k∏
l=k−1
(2silltill − 1)
In general,
Cp ≤
k∑
ip,ip+1,...,ik=1
(ia 6=ib
for
a 6=b)
k∏
l=p
(2silltill − 1)
Hence, the maximum number of kraus operators for
SBIO is,
k∑
p=1
Cp ≤
k∑
p=1


k∑
ip,ip+1,...,ik=1
(ia 6=ib
for
a 6=b)
k∏
l=p
(2silltill − 1)


IX. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have focused on the generalized
structure of resource theory of coherence with respect
to POVM. We have introduced three free operations,
namely, Block Incoherent Operation, Strictly Block Inco-
herent operation and Physically Block incoherent opera-
tion. Using Neimark extension we can define these free
operations with respect to POVM also. In section III,
IV and V we have given analytical expressions for Kraus
operators of BIO, SBIO and PBIO respectively. We have
proved that Kraus operator representing BIO have at
most one non zero block in each column partition and
Kraus operators representing SBIO have one non zero
block in each row and column partition. If we choose
block dephasing map in which all projectors are of rank
one, then our result matches with analytical representa-
tion for Kraus operators representing IO and SIO. For
PBIO we have observed in section V that Kraus opera-
tors representing this operation have block representation
and each block contains product of unitary matrix and
projectors, which is clearly extension of result given for
PIO. Finally, in section VI and VII we have given upper
bound for Kraus operators representing BIO and BSIO.
This will certainly help us to characterize free operations
in this framework. Using these free operations defined
in POVM based framework we may search for the crite-
ria of pure state transformations. One can further check
in future whether other free operations like Dephasing-
covariant incoherent operations(DIO), Translation inco-
herent operations (TIO) can be defined in block formal-
ism. All these will certainly help us to characterize free
operations in this framework.
Note: Recently, when we completed our work, we have
found a related work in arXiv[26] where they have de-
fined Block Incoherent Operations, Strictly Block Inco-
herent Operations and presented their Kraus operator
forms with analogy from standard coherence theory with-
out proof. In our work, we have provided full description.
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Appendix-A
Kraus operator formulation for block
incoherent operation for five dimensional
case:
We follow same procedure as discussed in main ar-
ticle. To find Kraus operator representation for block
incoherent operation we need to consider
∑
x,y
cixd
l
xyc
∗
i
′
y
= 0 (9)
,which holds for all off diagonal blocks. In this example
we are considering block dephasing maps ∆1, ∆2, ∆3 as
follows. For any state ρ within dimension 5
∆1(ρ) = P0ρP0+P1ρP1, where P0 and P1 are rank 2 and
rank 3 projectors.
∆2(ρ) = P0ρP0+P1ρP1, where P0 and P1 are rank 1 and
rank 4 projectors.
∆3(ρ) = P0ρP0 + P1ρP1 + P2ρP2, where P0, P1 and P2
are projectors of rank 1,2,2 respectively. We need to treat
this problem with three dephasing maps separately.
If we choose block dephasing map as ∆1 then equation
(9) holds for two off diagonal blocks of order 2 × 3 and
3× 2 respectively.
Case-I: First we take the case of off diagonal block of
order 2 × 3. In this case, equation (2) holds for i = 0 to
1 and i′ = 2 to 4. In equation (9), for l = 0 and l = 1,
dlxy are coefficients of diagonal blocks of order 2× 2 and
3× 3 respectively of a five dimensional state. So, for the
case of ∆1 we must have
1∑
x,y=0
cixd
0
xyc
∗
i
′
y
= 0 (10)
and
4∑
x,y=2
cixd
1
xyc
∗
i
′
y
= 0 (11)
for i = 0 to 1 and i′ = 2 to 4
(10) gives following sets of equations as
c00d
0
00c
∗
20 + c01d
0
10c
∗
20 + c00d
0
01c
∗
21 + c01d
0
11c
∗
21 = 0
c00d
0
00c
∗
30 + c01d
0
10c
∗
30 + c00d
0
01c
∗
31 + c01d
0
11c
∗
31 = 0
c00d
0
00c
∗
40 + c01d
0
10c
∗
40 + c00d
0
01c
∗
41 + c01d
0
11c
∗
41 = 0
c10d
0
00c
∗
20 + c11d
0
10c
∗
20 + c10d
0
01c
∗
21 + c11d
0
11c
∗
21 = 0
8c10d
0
00c
∗
30 + c11d
0
10c
∗
30 + c10d
0
01c
∗
31 + c11d
0
11c
∗
31 = 0
c10d
0
00c
∗
40 + c11d
0
10c
∗
40 + c10d
0
01c
∗
41 + c11d
0
11c
∗
41 = 0
and (11) gives following set of equations
c02d
1
22c
∗
22 + c02d
1
23c
∗
23 + c02d
1
24c
∗
24+
c03d
1
32c
∗
22 + c03d
1
33c
∗
23 + c03d
1
34c
∗
24+
c04d
1
42c
∗
22 + c04d
1
43c
∗
23 + c04d
1
44c
∗
24 = 0
c02d
1
22c
∗
32 + c02d
1
23c
∗
33 + c02d
1
24c
∗
34+
c03d
1
32c
∗
32 + c03d
1
33c
∗
33 + c03d
1
34c
∗
34+
c04d
1
42c
∗
32 + c04d
1
43c
∗
33 + c04d
1
44c
∗
34 = 0
c02d
1
22c
∗
42 + c02d
1
23c
∗
43 + c02d
1
24c
∗
44+
c03d
1
32c
∗
42 + c03d
1
33c
∗
43 + c03d
1
34c
∗
44+
c04d
1
42c
∗
42 + c04d
1
43c
∗
43 + c04d
1
44c
∗
44 = 0
c12d
1
22c
∗
22 + c12d
1
23c
∗
23 + c12d
1
24c
∗
24+
c13d
1
32c
∗
22 + c13d
1
33c
∗
23 + c13d
1
34c
∗
24+
c14d
1
42c
∗
22 + c14d
1
43c
∗
23 + c14d
1
44c
∗
24 = 0
c12d
1
22c
∗
32 + c12d
1
23c
∗
33 + c12d
1
24c
∗
34+
c13d
1
32c
∗
32 + c13d
1
33c
∗
33 + c13d
1
34c
∗
34+
c14d
1
42c
∗
32 + c14d
1
43c
∗
33 + c14d
1
44c
∗
34 = 0
c12d
1
22c
∗
42 + c12d
1
23c
∗
43 + c12d
1
24c
∗
44+
c13d
1
32c
∗
42 + c13d
1
33c
∗
43 + c13d
1
34c
∗
44+
c14d
1
42c
∗
42 + c14d
1
43c
∗
43 + c14d
1
44c
∗
44 = 0
Since equation (9) holds for all diagonal blocks of arbi-
trary states, so for our purpose we can take these states
as |0〉+|2〉√
2
, |0〉+|3〉√
2
, |0〉+|4〉√
2
, |0〉+|1〉√
2
, |2〉+|3〉√
2
, |2〉+|4〉√
2
, |3〉+|4〉√
2
.
Now we decompose these states into two blocks by ap-
plying ∆1, where coefficients of block of order 2× 2 give
values of d0xy and coefficients of block of order 3× 3 give
values of d1xy. After that we substitute d
0
xy and d
1
xy in the
sets of equations (10) and (11). After solving, from (10)
we can show that if we consider any one of c00, c01, c10,
c11 to be zero then c20 = c30 = c40 = c21 = c31 = c41 = 0
and vice versa and from (11) we can show that if
any one of c02, c03, c04, c12, c13, c14 to be zero then
c22 = c23 = c24 = c32 = c33 = c34 = c42 = c43 = c44 = 0
and vice versa.
Case-II: Now we are considering the case of off
diagonal block of order 3 × 2. In this case proceeding
in the same way as discussed in Case A, we can get the
same result.
Thus in this way we can get Kraus operator represen-
tation for block incoherent operation in five dimensional
case as follows. If any one element of diagonal block of
order 2 × 2 of Kn to be nonzero then the block of order
2×3 below this diagonal block is completely zero and vice
versa. Again if any one element element of diagonal block
of order 3×3 to be nonzero then the off diagonal block of
order 3 × 2 just above this diagonal block is completely
zero and vice versa. Thus we have for block incoherent
operation, kraus operator representing this operation has
atmost one non zero block in each column partition.
Similarly, if we consider block dephasing map as ∆2, ∆3,
∆4 we can get same results.
Appendix-B
Kraus operator formulation for Strictly
Block Incoherent Operation for five di-
mensional case:
For Strictly Block Incoherent Operation we need
to consider equation∑
x,y
cixf
l
xyc
∗
i′y = 0 (12)
Above equation holds for all diagonal blocks and choice
of diagonal blocks depend on block dephasing map ap-
plied on it. so above equation holds for particular choice
of i and i′ depending on block dephasing map. In the
above set of equations f lxy are coefficients of off diagonal
blocks of arbitrary states of 5 dimension and choice of off
diagonal blocks depend on block dephasing map. Thus
if we choose block dephasing map as ∆1 then we need to
consider two off diagonal blocks of order 2× 3 and 3× 2
of the arbitrary states, where coefficients of these off di-
agonal blocks give values of f0xy and f
1
xy respectively.
For ∆1, (12) holds for two diagonal blocks. Thus we have
1∑
x=0
4∑
y=2
cixf
0
xyc
∗
i′y = 0 (13)
4∑
x=2
1∑
y=0
cixf
1
xyc
∗
i′y = 0 (14)
for i, i′ = 0 to 1 and
1∑
x=0
4∑
y=2
cixf
0
xyc
∗
i′y = 0 (15)
4∑
x=2
1∑
y=0
cixf
1
xyc
∗
i′y = 0 (16)
9for i, i′ = 2 to 4
Procedding in the way just like the case of block
incoherent operation, we can consider arbitray states as
|0〉+|2〉√
2
, |0〉+|3〉√
2
, |0〉+|4〉√
2
, |1〉+|2〉√
2
, |1〉+|3〉√
2
, |1〉+|4〉√
2
. After tak-
ing two off diagonal blocks of given states, we substitute
values of f0xy and f
1
xy in the set of equations (13), (15)
and (14),(16) respectively. After solving we can show
from (13) that if we chose any one of c00, c01, c10, c11
in non zero then c02 = c03 = c04 = c12 = c13 = c14 = 0
and vice versa. Similarly from (15) we can show that
if any one of c20, c21, c30, c31, c40, c41 is non zero then
c22 = c23 = c24 = c32 = c33 = c34 = c42 = c43 = c44 = 0
and vice versa. we can get same results if we solve set of
equations (14) and (16).
In this way we have shown that every kraus opera-
tor representing Strictly Block Incoherent Operation has
one non zero block in each row partition. Since Strictly
Block Incoherent Operation is also block incoherent
operation, so it must have one non zero block in every
column and row partition. Similar results can be
obtained if we use block dephasing map as ∆2, ∆3 and
∆4.
